sources published in Polish. However, in my analysis, I focus only on Roman sources (classics) of normative acts translated into Polish from the ancient originals. Therefore, I also do not quote any collections of text fragments published only in the original language 2 , and which are varied in terms of their form and function; since, as such, they do not provide a relevant research basis for the contemporary reader. I omit such works as, for instance, Noctes Atticae by Aulus Gellius 3 , which, despite their fundamental importance to jurisprudence, are ultimately of non-juristic nature 4 . So, the intention of this paper is to exclude any works other than legal classics.
Disregarding for the purpose of this paper the fact that, ideally, the analysis of the presented publications should be preceded by one of the momentous works from the past, like the partial translation of Gai Institutiones done as early as the 19 th century by Teodor Dydyński 5 , I shall focus solely on contemporary editing.
A good way to start is by looking at the list of published translations of Roman law sources 6 : One of the items on the above list which is worth paying special attention to is the translation series printed regularly in "Zeszyty Prawnicze" [Journal of Law], a journal published by the Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński University. The major translator for this series is Anna Tarwacka, who, apart from the above strictly legal sources, has also translated portions of Noctes Atticae.
Already at first glance, the relatively small number and narrow scope of the presented translations may be surprising. Some of these published translations omit the original source text 9 .
When assessing the editing and translation of legal documents from Roman times, a certain selectivity can be seen. The conclusion is that the current research trends are varied and numerous, with the most prominent being the translations of general and civil law sources. Both of these categories are characterised by cohesive editing. As regards Roman public law, the subjects discussed in academic works are "scattered". Nevertheless, a "new wave" of research interest is emerging, concerned with the Roman legal system. Undoubtedly, these latest published sources, once they have been fully translated, will become a major learning base for further, detailed and innovative academic research.
At the same time, it is important to note the huge recent editing achievement, which is the publication of the first two volumes of the Digest of Justinian (11 books): Digesta Iustiniani, containing the original text (Greek and Latin) accompanied by translations. A work of such significance will be a great help for future research on Roman law in Poland.
